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Good MornING Asia - 12 June 2020
It is not possible to say that this retracement won't be wiped out in the
coming days by bargain hunters, but perhaps markets will be a bit
more cautious from here on?
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Malaysia
Malaysia’s April manufacturing plunges 32%
As Malaysia’s industrial production tumbles by 32% in April, the
case for more rate cuts seems to be getting stronger and stronger.
We expect…
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Opinion | 12 June 2020 India

Markets catch a bad case of reality
It is not possible to say that this retracement won't be wiped out in the
coming days by bargain hunters, but perhaps markets will be a bit
more…

Source: Shutterstock

Plausible direction, but will it last or get worse?
Recent experience suggests that it would be wrong to get too smug about a stock market decline
of this size, which finally seems to reflect some of the growing weight of bad news in the global
economy. Critics are quick to criticize the US Federal Reserve. Although in their defence, they have
not done anything wrong except to point out what we already knew - that the US/global economy
was in a bad place and that there would be no quick bounce even with recent more optimistic signs
from the US labour market, auto and housing markets. There is no point in shooting the
messenger. US policy rates are already at virtually zero, backed up with QE. What more could the
equity bulls really expect? What more would yield curve control have delivered? Probably very little
is the answer that springs to my mind. And the same goes for negative rates (despite what
Kenneth Rogoff writes). 

The other factor mentioned in the ex-post rationalization of why stocks fell so much in one day
was the virus. We have been tracking this closely since I first starting writing about it on around 23
Jan this year. And yes, some of the data from the states do look bad and suggest a second wave
following premature re-opening. This was evident more than a week ago. We have been noting it in
these notes from time to time.
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We hear from various politicians overnight that the US will not shut down again. Maybe not. But
the Mayor of Houston, one of the more affected areas in the resurgence of infections in Texas, is
reported to be considering issuing stay home notices again. So some more surgically applied shut-
downs can't be ruled out in infection hotspots. That isn't to say these will be adhered to. 

But really, stocks probably fell so much simply because they had gone up too much. The simplest
explanations are often the best. Some investor fingers will have been burned. But others will see
this as a buying opportunity. After today's adjustment, there is no telling which way markets will
go. 

In the meantime, in our part of the world here in Asia, the currencies that saw the fastest month-
to-date increases, the IDR and KRW, are top of our list for seeing selling pressure today. The AUD
and NZD have already tumbled sharply. They will not be alone.

Other G-7 news
It's pretty quiet across the G-7 today, though we read that UK Cabinet Office Minister, Michael
Gove, will formally rule out an extension of the EU transition period today. The transition period is
due to end at the end of this year, and the UK had until the end of this month to ask for an
extension. The move comes against rumours that the EU may be softening its stance on some of
the UK's red lines, including fishing and state aid. The UK for its part seems to be firming up the
only card it has in its hand, namely the threat of hard Brexit. Rising hard Brexit fears won't be good
news for either the EUR or GBP, though probably worse for the GBP.  

The only US release today of any note is the University of Michigan consumer sentiment index.
Buried within the detail of this survey are some interesting indices looking at households
expectations for losing their job over the coming 12 months, and house and auto buying intentions
These will be interesting given the recent resilience shown by these sectors. But probably not
market moving. 

And In Asia...
It is also pretty quiet in Asia today. Prakash Sakpal has picked up on some looming releases from
India, writing, "May CPI inflation and April industrial production (IP) releases today should reinforce
the ugly state of the Indian economy. A 60% YoY plunge in exports and 38% fall in key
infrastructure industries’ output in April tells you what to expect from the IP data (ING forecast is
-33% YoY). Inflation should stay close to the last published reading of 5.8% in March (there was no
April data due to the lockdown and we aren’t sure if we will get one for May either). The continuing
rapid rise of Covid-19 infections in India suggests the economy is poised to be much worse before it
shows any signs of improvement. And that won't be anytime soon. India is now the fourth worst-
affected country in the world. We now see a steeper 2.1% GDP fall in FY2020, revised down from
-1.2% a month ago". 

Author

Robert Carnell
Regional Head of Research, Asia-Pacific
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Asia week ahead: Central banks up for
more rate cuts
Three Asian central banks will decide policies next week - Japan,
Taiwan, and Indonesia. Two are expected to cut policy rates further
and one will stay on…

Source: Shutterstock

4.25% Bank Indonesia policy rate
After 25bp cut next week
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Central bank policy
Central banks in Japan, Taiwan, and Indonesia hold their monetary policy meetings.

Having pledged an unlimited purchase of government bonds since March, yields close to zero, and
the main policy rate negative, Japan's central bank monetary easing has run out of steam.
Nobody expects them to do anything next week. Yet, keeping with his usual dovish rhetoric,
Governor Haruhiko Kuroda today committed all necessary steps to support cash-strapped business
and protect jobs. But, he also regarded easing so far as “sufficient and appropriate”. Does this still
leave any interest in the BoJ meeting?

The most important thing now is to provide necessary financing
to firms through the banking system, and to make financial
markets stable.- BoJ Governor Kuroda

The Central Bank of China, Taiwan’s central bank, is expected to continue with its piecemeal policy
easing and cut the interest rates by another 12.5 basis points to 1.0%, an all-time low. This is just a
second rate cut in this easing cycle as the economy is almost unscathed by the Covid-19 pandemic
and we see this as the end of the easing cycle.

And one of Asia’s aggressive easer since mid-2019, Bank Indonesia, will be back in action next
week, delivering another 25bp policy rate cut to 4.25%. Indonesia’s GDP growth has slowed sharply
and inflation has been subdued, warranting more policy accommodation. Moreover, the usual
headwind for BI easing, the weak currency, has been absent; the Indonesian rupiah has been an
emerging market outperformer since April. If continued, these trends will open doors for more BI
rate cuts ahead.

Busy data calendar
The next batch of China’s activity data for May arrives next week. This includes key indicators such
as industrial production, retail sales, and fixed-asset investment. The consensus estimates point to
an improvement in these indicators, albeit smaller declines in retail sales and investment.

The key question of the week is whether Singapore’s non-oil
domestic exports continue to buck the weak exports trend.

The calendar is also heavy on the external trade figures for May coming from India, Indonesia,
Japan and Singapore. The export weakness is seen accelerating in most Asian economies. But,
Singapore’s non-oil domestic exports (NODX) have been in the limelight recently for bucking the
weak trend on the back of surging pharmaceutical demand in this global pandemic. Whether that
continued in May needs to be seen. The consensus suggests another month of positive NODX
growth. But we are sceptical and look for a 6% YoY fall.
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And the May jobs report in Australia and New Zealand's first-quarter GDP report will make into the
headlines.  

Asia Economic Calendar

Source: ING, Bloomberg, *GMT
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Asia Ex-China - still slowing
The release of May Purchasing managers indices provides a helpful
snapshot of where Asian economies stand following the sharp declines
in April, which…

Asia Ex-China Purchasing Manager Indices

Source: Bloomberg, ING

Mfg PMIs
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The fiscal packages keep on coming
There is still a tendency for governments across the region to allow fiscal policy to take the strain
off the economy. Scope to do this rests on a number of factors – how fiscally secure an economy
is, how much of a ratings buffer exists to burn in letting the deficit widen, and whether this is
accompanied by a current account deficit too, in which case, the currency may come under
pressure.

Japan can hardly be described as a paragon of fiscal virtue, with a debt-to-GDP ratio that
will exceed 220% this year. But as a case in point, they recently announced a second
supplementary budget to help lift the economy totalling a quite incredible 40% of GDP.

Like some other economies in the region (Malaysia for example, with its claimed 20% boost to the
economy), Japan's headlines haven't attracted a great deal of market attention from cynical
investors used to government smoke and mirror tactics (double-counting, soft loans, accrued
spending etc). Indeed, it is unclear who the intended audience is for these announcements, as the
general public must also be totally aware of the game being played. But there is also some
genuine stimulus underlying all the fluff. Not enough, in our opinion, to make us want to revise any
of our growth forecasts higher. But enough to improve the prospects for recovery post-Covid19
lockdowns. 

Still, as first-mover China is showing clearly, while the end of lockdowns is a necessary condition for
recovery, it doesn't guarantee much strength, especially for the more export focussed economies. 

Author
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China: Mixed messages from the central
bank
The People's Bank of China has sent mixed messages about its
monetary stance. Here's what we expect for June

Source: Shutterstock

Is the PBoC reluctant to ease?
Before the Two Sessions- China's most important political event of the year - the PBoC removed
from its monetary policy report language which described its stance as prudent. The market
(myself included) assumed that this meant the central bank would take a more aggressive easing
stance to address the economic damage from Covid-19.

However, the PBoC has shown by its actions that this assumption was quite wrong. 

The central bank did not cut the Loan Prime Rate in May.1.
The size of the innovative re-lending programme announced after the Two Sessions is too2.
small, at a maximum creating CNY 1 trillion loans for SMEs between March and December
2020. By way of comparison, April’s one-month new yuan loans came to more than CNY1.6
trillion. That’s why we think this programme is too small. Moreover, if exporters and
manufacturers do not see an end to the fall in export orders, this re-lending programme
will not prevent them from shutting down, and certainly won't encourage them to think
about hiring more factory workers.
Although the maturing MLF could be rolled over on 15 June, there has been a net absorption3.
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of CNY270 billion liquidity in open market operations between 1-9 June. This is particularly
eye-catching because June marks the end of the half year when liquidity has traditionally
been very tight. The PBoC seems to be confident that liquidity will be ample at the end of
the half year period. As such, we no longer call for a targeted RRR cut or RRR cut of 0.5-1.0
percentage point in June.

In short, the central bank has been reluctant to pump extra liquidity into the financial system,
with more focus on SME loan availability.

Still expect one rate cut but the chances are falling
Despite the seemingly tight stance shown by the PBoC, we still expect a rate cut in June of over
50%. We expect one rate cut on the 7D reverse repo,  the 1Y Medium Lending Facility and 1Y Loan
Prime Rate by 10-20 basis points. 

That is because the economy is in poor shape amid weak global demand and the manufacturing
sector is trying to turn to the domestic market as external demand falls. A lower interest rate will
help corporates to lower their interest costs, as prices of products are more likely to fall than rise
in a weak economy. 

Though we still expect a rate cut in June, we have to admit that the chance is falling as the PBoC
may want to save ammunition for the future if tensions between China and the US increase. The
PBoC does not want the policy interest rate to reach a level which is too low and could
potentially lead to a liquidity trap in China. 
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Malaysia’s April manufacturing plunges
32%
As Malaysia’s industrial production tumbles by 32% in April, the case
for more rate cuts seems to be getting stronger and stronger. We
expect…

-32% April industrial production growth
Year-on-year

Worse than expected

Exports dent manufacturing
Malaysia’s industrial production tumbled 32% in April from a year ago, surpassing consensus
centred around a -15.4%  year on year and our estimate of -25%. 

A sharp plunge in exports, by 24% in April, explains the weakness. These are the worse readings for
exports and manufacturing since the 2009 global financial crisis.

But its wasn’t just exports weakness that dragged manufacturing down. The Covid-19 movement
restrictions also depressed domestic demand. Manufacturing sales - a proxy for retail sales, also
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posted a 33% YoY fall in April as employment and wages fell.

Today's data is a harbinger for poor GDP data
Industrial production growth closely tracks manufacturing GDP growth, which in turn drives total
GDP growth. Undoubtedly, today's data is a harbinger for a sharp GDP fall in the current quarter,
thanks to the Covid-19 movement control measures that spanned almost the entire quarter. We
recently cut our 2Q20 GDP growth forecast to -8.3% YoY from -6.6%, and the full-year 2020
forecast to -3.9% from -2.9%. 

The case for further monetary policy easing by the central bank in this cycle is just getting
stronger. The central bank has cut its policy rate by a total of 100 basis points so far this year and
we anticipate an additional 100bp cut by end-3Q20, taking it to an all-time low of 1%.

The next scheduled meeting is on 7 July. 

Manufacturing and GDP growth (% year-on-year)

Source: CEIC, ING

Quarterly data.
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